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This article attempts to scrutinise if internet pornography is a necessity for today’s existence.
Locating statistical popularity of internet pornography from reliable sources was difficult and
much of the research of the effects of pornography was paediatric and animalia.

2005 research in America of a 1500 National Sample identified two in five 10-17 year olds had
been ‘exposed to online pornography’ in 2004, and for 415 of those the exposure was unwanted
(Wolak, Mitchell, & Finkelhor, 2007). They defined unwanted exposure as, 

‘being exposed to pictures of naked people or people having sex without seeking or expecting
such pictures, when doing online searches, surfing the web, opening email, or instant messages
or links in messages.’
   

One in four of the original sample had experienced unwanted exposure when file sharing or
downloading internet images. The participants did not disclose or describe the effects of the
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unsolicited exposures upon their wellbeing. However males (in the UK) are more likely to use
the internet than women (Office for National Statistics, 2013), consequently download more than
women from the internet. In Wolak et al’s research males had the highest unwanted exposure
prevalence rate and concluded further research is required of potential impact of exposure is
needed noting,

‘youth with certain vulnerabilities, depression, interpersonal victimisation, and delinquent
tendencies, have more exposure.’

Research by Twohig & Crosby, 2010, found not all men accepted internet pornography and that
some viewers of pornography found it disrupting and problematic whereby problems impacted
upon their work, personal and social relationships. This type of problematic behaviour is also
termed Sexual Addiction and its treatment consists of behaviour change and utilising coping
strategies. These researchers offered these treatments by way of one and a half hours per
week of Acceptance & Commitment Therapy (Twohig & Crosby, 2012) to their research
subjects noting an 85% reduction in pornography viewing. Relapse rate at three months was
2%. World Health Organisation define addiction as being unable to control ones behaviour
without the substance which controls that behaviour. There has been a call to the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual to categorise sexual addiction as a mental illness, however, twenty years
ago there was a call for internet addiction to be classified as a mental illness too. Given there
are so many blogs and interactive internet sites and regular internet use is at all ages below
sixteen to over seventy-fives this may categorise everyone as internet addicts and in effect
defeat its dissimilarity objective. 
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Given the similarities between the brains of humans with other mammals, it was not surprisingthat the Chinese panda Ki Lin and her partner-to-be Yongyong became aroused after viewingpanda-pornographytheir zoo keepers had given them for the purpose of reproduction. Could this mean that as therehave been self-confessions of humans suffering sex-addiction, other higher mammals arepredisposed to sex addiction too? Also note, the pandas viewing pornography was forreproduction with the outcome aim being an offspring. Their viewing was not solely for pleasuretherefore the sexual development of sexual characteristics’ gender roles, masculine and female,were not compromised as they are when humans watch pornography for pleasure. Nor were thesubcultural conditions that appropriate sex compromised in that there was only one male andone female present, would the result have been different had there been a number of femalesand males present? It has been noted that socio-psychological drivers such as peer pressure do impact upon humangroups when they view pornography together. It has created a billion pound industry basedupon sex- in books, films, and speciality shops (Sheper & Reisman, 1985), and in those formatsis accepted around the globe including ‘top tens’ with which to subscribe to such as books andfilm and which promise to give readers and viewers pleasure. Peer pressure occurs wherehaplorhines (monkeys and apes with eyes facing forward), which includes humans, havecomplex social hierarchy and organisation. However pornography itself does not have these ininternet pornography- they are however visible in books and movies and do result in crowdcontagion responses.Crowd contagion has been evident for hundreds of years in politics, support for monarchy andtrade unions, and a few years ago the 2011 youth riots. Crowd contagion can even be used forunderstanding The Customer therefore assisting organisations to provide good customerservice. These illustrate that internet pornography is a trend and one that can be understood ona basic level as it provides a virtual sense of acceptance. However, does it provide the socialintelligence that traditional crowd contagion does- interpersonal dynamics, decision-making,empathy and concern? These traits are formed as the human mind’s neurochemicals arereleased during arousal, be it sexual or otherwise. When sexually aroused though, testosteroneand dopermine are increased in men and women as is oxytocin to varying degrees pre- andpost-sexual activity.So does internet pornography mimic social intelligence and provide neurochemicals to the usersof internet pornography who then act upon their urges, as an addict does, and as a naturalresponse? If so, are sexual crimes ‘normal’ behaviour and ones to be curbed by polite requestwhen in the workplace or other establishments, so as not to impede with the provision of goodcustomer service?Mitchell et al, 2006, researched Youth Report Trends and established sexual solicitations werereducing in affluent areas yet not in areas of less affluence. Please remember the solicitationsare ‘virtual’ and not aggressive solicitations which require physically meeting. This coincideswith findings by the Criminology Research Council who note,‘highly disadvantaged areas did not always have the highest levels of anti social behaviour.’(McGee, Wickes, Bor, & Najman, 2009).In addition internet harassment had increased and to white and non-Hispanic youths (Wolak,Mitchell, & Finkelhor, 2007). On the contrary adults, external to work, who are affluent or inprestigious jobs resulting in a gross weekly pay of more than £500, are aged between sixteenand forty-four have been found to use the internet more than people who have lower incomesand that demographically London, the South East and the South West contain the highest rateof internet users (Office for National Statistics, 2013).However would it be fair to make sweeping statements based upon demography and income inrelation to the internet pornography? Perhaps as each case is found to be deviant of the Englishlegal system it must be viewed and scrutinised by its facts, as deviances currently are such asthe recent sentencing of a teacher who exchanged personal images with his young mistress(Lawson, 2013).ConclusionInternet pornography arouses behaviour that is normal yet unacceptable when out of context orunwanted.Bibliography
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